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:ABSTRACT

We present a formalism and a techni~ue by which left and/or
]ri9ht contextual constraints can be easily expressed and computed
:efficiently in Prolog grammars (avoiding transport of variables>:
ithe Contextual Grammars (CG), interpreted in PROLOO II.

Each rule has the form:
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If": CONTEXT is no~t emptv, . i t has the form:
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~- and ·R ·ar.e sequences of rion-terminal and/or' terminal symbols
~•para.ted bv point_s,.

We -read it as:

·. _Apply NT {f, · in the derivation tree,

1t L pr~i~d~~ Nt, and
2 r ·R f o:l'louui · NT .
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example, the foLlowin-g is a sample contextual gT'ammar <terminal
fymb~ls are in brackets, and conditions are preceded ~Y "+">:
!

sentence(S)

· np C.X. '()

npCX>
no_un <day>
noun<night)
vpCS>
vp(S)
p1'epositian
...
..

->
->·

np(_>
vp CS>.
noun<X>
Cand:J
-.> noun ( X >.

noun CV>.

-> Cdayl.

-:> CnightJ
-> verb (S).

~:> verb(S>

-:, Cca1ithJ.

-

preposition

npC_ ).

(a)

verb(alternate(X,Y>>

{ npCX. Y) # >
+different<X,Y>

-->

CalteT'nateJ.
(~)

verb(alternate(X,Y))

-->

< noun(X) 4t CtllithJ. noun<Y>
+differentcx.'v>
. Cal ternates l.

>

The sentences produced/analysed from (a) are:

day and night altern~te.
night and day alternate.
and from Cb):

day alternates with night.

night alternates with d~ij.

Th• techni~ue consists in building, ,uring tie parsing, an internal derivation graph G containing the sufficie.nt info,-mation to
cover the context whenev•r a contextual constratnt must be satis•ied
before the rule mu'St be applied. To each node Nl (cor,-,sponding
a
non~terminal or terminal symbol) of Q, are associated four nodes NJ,

reto

Nk,

Nl and Nm:

NJ is the left sibling of Ni; NJ is the left sibling of the
parent of Ni if Ni has no left sibling;
Nk is the first child

or

Ni;

Nk is NIL if Ni has no children;

Nl is the last child of Ni; Nl is Nk if Ni has one child;
is Nk is NIL if Ni has no childl"en;

Nl

Nm is the right sibling of Ni; Nm is the right sibling of the
parent of Ni if Ni has no right siblingi
The right sibling and the left sibling of the axiom-symbol of the grammar are NIL.
Here,

for example,

is the final derivation graph of the sentence:

day alternb~es with night.
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Cont~xtual constraints are computed directlt from G. When any part
of a context .is not yet known <as for example right context of a
symbol in a left-to~right parser>, the computation is delaved by
means of the GELER (FREEZE) predicate.
.

